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Revelation Deciphered by Nelson Walters will knock the spiritual â€œsocksâ€• off the Church!

Scripturally sound and recommended by dozens of Bible scholars, Revelation Deciphered is a

monumental, one-of-a-kind, Bible-wide commentary of the end times. Nelson Walters demonstrates

that Revelation contains references to hundreds of Old and New Testament passages. These

references decipher the meaning behind Revelation's cryptic prophecies. If you have ever

wondered what Revelation is all about, the answers were always there in Genesis, Deuteronomy,

Joshua, Judges, Joel, Job, Psalms, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Zechariah, Zephaniah, Micah,

Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, etc. Understanding Revelation in this new, fresh, biblical way organizes

all of biblical prophecy into one coherent whole. Revelation Deciphered shows how these puzzle

pieces fit together. Nelson Walter's method provides answers to questions whose solutions have

lain concealed for centuries: Is there a "Pattern of Seven Events" woven throughout all of scripture

that identifies and explains each year of the upcoming time period our culture calls â€œthe

Tribulation?â€•  Does this "Pattern of Seven Events" help reveal the timing of the Rapture with

precision? Are the "Letters to the Seven Churches" in Revelation prophetic and not just historic

letters or Church Ages? Do these unique prophesies provide the Church with detailed instructions

on how to overcome the trials that lie ahead? Does scripture predict a major Mideast war prior to the

â€œTribulationâ€• that will launch the career of the Antichrist? Where does scripture predict he will

arise? What are the Four Horsemen and the Beast; and how are they related to the rise of Islam?

Most importantly of all, how should Christians apply what theyâ€™ve learned from Revelation to live

victoriously in the days ahead? You will be amazed and blessed by the new insights uncovered in

Revelation Deciphered. This is unlike anything you have read before.
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I have been fascinated by the book of Revelation for over 25 years and have studied it more than

any other book in the Bible. I would have to say Revelation Deciphered is the best and most

interesting commentary on Revelation I have ever read. Its strength lies in its approach â€” taking

Scripture at face value and allowing Scripture to interpret Scripture. I have been sharing insights

from this book at our church and at our Christian school ever since I was privileged to read the

draft.Steve MÃ¼llerPastor, Faith Baptist Church, Gladstone, Queensland, Australia

With this ground-breaking masterpiece, Nelson Walters has established himself among the

preeminent scholars of end-times prophesy. In Revelation Deciphered he has clearly, concisely,

and conclusively laid bare the Biblical truths of the book of Revelation and brought clarity to what

has for so long confounded millions of believers. This book is a must read for anyone who believes,

is struggling to believe, or has reason to doubt that there is a reason to believe!

Revelation Deciphered by Nelson Walters will knock the spiritual â€œsocksâ€• off the Church! These

are exciting times. We are on the cusp of a new scripturally-sound, integrated understanding of the

prophecies of Daniel and Revelation. Truly letting scripture-interpret-scripture provides unique

insights into Godâ€™s prophetic Word. The Church needs this teaching to wake-up and properly

prepare for events during each year of the 70th Week of Daniel, up until the Rapture. You will

receive a â€œstrange stirring of the heartâ€• as you read this account of Jesusâ€™ overall plan of

redemption. Amazing new insights. Perfect timing for the Church. Highly recommended!Joseph

LenardCo-author (with Donald Zoller) of The Last Shofar!---What the Fall Feasts of the Lord Are

Telling the Church (2014)

"Refreshing and Solid! In Revelation Deciphered, Nelson Walters provides an intriguing and

powerful thesis on the Book of Revelation. He proves it cannot be read as a stand-alone section of

scripture, but demonstrates instead that it must be understood through the prophetic cypher of the

Old and New Testaments. This, he contends, provides the Key to the enigma and allows for the full

disclosure of the often hard to understand, misinterpreted, and symbolic language. To decipher

Revelation any other way is to completely distort the meaning and end up inside a delusional



paradigm that is much of what we see in end time teaching today. Nelson provides an essential

bridge back to reality that encourages us to journey again into this mystery book with

confidence.Katie GriffithPublisher, Daily Prophecy Digest
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